CASE STUDY

CipherLab Customer Spotlight: L’Etoile
L’Etoile Selects CipherLab 8300 Series to Open Stores Faster and Improve Efficiency
Profile
In the highly competitive perfume and cosmetics industry,
L’Etoile has become the largest retail chain in Russia in just
ten years. Over 30 stores stretch across Moscow, plus
boutiques can be found in more than 25 regions around the
country. Customers shop among 150 world famous brands
from around the globe—Christian Dior, Burberry, YSL, Matiss,
Gucci, Clarins, and others, with the busiest buying season
between December and April.
The business of beauty with beastly challenges
Though L’Etoile offers many different brands, similarities exist with various manufacturers creating
nearly identical products in comparable packaging. In some cases, the names in different languages
provide the only differentiating characteristic. With so many products, manual inventory – both while
stocking a new boutique and during daily receiving of goods – was time consuming and prone with
errors. It took two to three days to inventory a new boutique. This was important time that could have
been spent selling – instead of counting – product.
Deployment
L’Etoile is no stranger to CipherLab. They deployed their first CipherLab 8300 Mobile Computer with
8 MB of memory in 2004. By 2006, L’Etoile had 300 CipherLab 8300 series Mobile Computers in
operation. They chose the 8300 for its reliability, ease of use, and high ROI.
In late 2005 L’Etoile sought advanced software that could run with the 8300 and their Microsoft
Access-based inventory application to accelerate receiving, inventory, and dispatch of goods. The
company teamed with CipherLab distributor and software developer Scan City. Their engineers
quickly developed an Active X component to control the 8300 from within Access. Once uploaded
to Access, the data is transmitted to L’Etoile’s warehouse application, WMS Axapta. The combination creates a fast, seamless operation from inventory in the boutiques to managing goods in the
warehouse. The result is more comprehensive inventory management with fewer errors in stock taking and warehouse orders. The real bonus for L’Etoile is how fast they can now inventory a new store
– from a time-consuming two to three days to completing a new boutique in no more than three
hours, with less than one percent error. “They think it’s beautifully efficient,” says Michael Engelgardt,
Head of Scan City Integration Department.

Workers throughout the company prize the CipherLab 8300 series Mobile Computers. Their
light weight makes them easy to carry and use throughout the day. Their reliability means no
down-time interruptions when receiving new inventory or counting existing product. Managers consider the 8300 a strong alternative to competitive Windows-based terminals from other
AIDC suppliers. The company is considering future applications with the 8300 as mobile POS
terminals, allowing the company’s customer consultants to be able to provide highly personal
attention to their customers while shopping and enable accelerated checkout.
About CipherLab
CipherLab is a global leader in the design, manufacture, and marketing of Automatic Identification and
Data Capture/Collection products and systems. The company’s mobile computers and scanners are
integrated into the networks of some of the world’s best known logistics, retail, distribution, government
installations, and healthcare companies, helping them run more efficiently and effectively onsite and on
the road. Headquartered in Taipei, Taiwan with offices in China, Germany, UK, and USA with operations
worldwide, CipherLab is publicly traded on the Taiwan stock exchange (Taiwan OTC: 6160). For more
information,please visit http://cipherlab.com

